
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

RICHMOND VIRGINIA

ROBERT DAVID STEELE,

Plaintiff, 17-CV-00601-MHL

-against- MEMORANDUM OF LAW TO

SUPPORT INTERVENOR

JASON GOODMAN, APPLICANT'S MOTION FOR

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Defendant.

MEMORANDUM OF LAW TO SUPPORT INTERVENOR APPLICANT'S AMENDED

MOTION TO INTERVENE

D. GEORGE SWEIGERT is seeking the LEAVE OF THE COURT TO MOTION FOR

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. Proc. Rule 65(d)(c) and Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-

500.

Pursuant to Local Rule 83.1(M) I swear that no attorney assisted in the preparation of the

attached materials. Dated this 2^ day of April, 2019.

Respectfidly submitted.

Pro Se Party D. George Sweigert, do
P.O. Box 152

Mesa, AZ 85211
Spoliation-notice@mailbox.org
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INTRODUCTION

1. The imdersigned movant intervenor-applicant (Sweigert) seeks the leave of this Court to

consider this MEMORANDUM OF LAW AND ARGUMENT (MLA) that accompanies the

MOTION FOR TEMPORAY INJUNCTION RELIEF (MTIR). Every effort has been made to

promote judicial efficiency by clearly defining the issues this Court must be aware of, and act on,

in the most efficient manner as possible.

2. This MOTION does not seek prior restraint aeainst a U.S. citizen and AMENDMENT

I scrutiny can be waived bv the Court To be blunt, David Charles Hawkins of South Surrey,

British Columbia, CANADA is an extraterritorial nonresident alien. Mr. Hawkins has not

demonstrated any significant connection with the community which is the United States.

Pursuant to United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259 this Court need not consider any

impacts on AMENDMENT I "firee speech" concerning Hawkins. As the Court will learn a very

precise and narrowly scoped "gag order" of sorts is suggested is enjoin the on-going, recurring

and continuous broadcast of trade libel which is defamatory per se. A mechanism of an

evidentiary hearing is suggested if Hawkins would like to provide any legally sufficient evidence

(Federal Rules of Evidence) to oppose the conclusions of this pleading.

3. The need for an evidentiary hearins. As a preliminary matter, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ.

Proc. Rule 65(d)(C) this is a MOTION for injunctive relief, inpendente lite, which seeks a two-

stage action by this Court (as explained below). The undersigned has distilled such a mechanism

to a Stage One and Stage Two approach to this requested relief.

4. Stage One: The Court should explore the question "why should this Court not enjoin the

Canadian resident, U.K. citizen, David Charles Hawkins, firom further broadcast, dissemination

and/or distribution of slander, defamatory (per se) opinions, trade libel accusations of

malpractice, etc. targeted at the Triple Crown of Mr. Hawkins' slander: (1) the Federal Bridge
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Certification Authority (FBCA) network, (2) those public/private partnerships connected to the

FBCA network, and (3) the undersigned movant for his technical skills used in the deployment

of the FBCA. Slanderous comments, accusations of crimiiial activity, attacks on reputations, etc.

has been a recurring activity by Mr. Hawkins against entities (1) [FBCA network] and (2) [those

entities connected to the FBCA network]. The undersigned (3) is fortunate that the cruel attacks

on his business and trade reputation by Hawkins didn't begin in earnest xmtil after 1/1/2019 (date

provided so as not to intertwine or overlap the undersigned's federal lawsuit in the Southern

District of New York (awaiting judgment for over 90 days). Mr. Hawkins is not even mentioned

in the S.D.N.Y. litigation (which is focused on Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations

[RICO] Act issues).

5. If Mr. Hawkins cannot provide legally enough evidence to this court in Stage One, then

"Stage Two" would provide for an ORDER for injunctive relief (pendente lite). At such a

hearing, is legally sufficient evidence tips the balance in the movant's favor (see hardship

balance test below), then this Court should consider an ORDER of injunctive relief via a CEASE

and DESIST (C&D) ORDER (Stage Two). Any such Stage One/Stage Two arrangement is

completely left to the discretion and wisdom of the Court, it is merely presented out of an

abundance of constitutional caution to comply with Fed. R. Civ. Proc. Rule 65(d)(C).

6. Hawkins nlavs a key role in a civil conspiracy violative of Va. Code Ann. $ 18.2-499

and 18.2-500. As the Court will leam the Defendant Goodman (herein Def) is NOT the subject

of this pendente lite relief request. It is the Def s co-conspirator (a Canadian citizen) who is the

subject of this injimctive relief request. Both individuals have conspired to commit misconduct

that satisfies the criteria for defamation per se in accordance with the jurisprudence of the

Commonwealth of Virginia. At common-law defamatory words are per se defamatory if they
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are: "(4) Those which prejudice such a person in his profession or trade," Shupe v. Rose's

Stores, 213 Va. 374,375-76,192 S.E.2d 766,767 (1972)

7. The Def an Hawkins have damaeed the undersisned's business in a willful and

malicious manner. In a recurring, repetitive, open-ended and on-going manner, Hawkins/Def

litter the Intemet with blog posts, video content, show announcements, etc. that meets the criteria

of defamation per se. "Prohibiting a person from making a statement or publishing a writing

before that statement is spoken or the writing is published is far different from prohibiting a

defendant from repeating a statement or republishing a writing that has been determined at trial

to be defamatory and, thus, unlawful." Balboa Island Village Inn, Inc. v. Lemen (2007) 40

Cal.4th 1141, the California Supreme Court, [no emphasis added]

BACKGROUND

8. The undersigned seeks protection from a Canadian community theatre actor (David

Charles Hawkins) who fancies himself as a murder mystery detective (crime scene investigations

[CSI]) who has teamed up with the Def to broadcast wild speculations of criminal activity and

bizarre character assassinations against the undersigned to destroy the intervenor-applicant's

professional reputation, trade and business. This is an open-ended cruel smear campaign that

consists of:

•  5-6 hours of weekly video content discussing the movant spread across at least

twelve (12) social media platforms

•  10 weekly video promotions by Hawkins which are retweeted himdreds of times

by Crowdsource The Truth (CSTT) patrons

9. These excessive smear campaign products are designed to have a cmnulative negative

effect on the undersigned's health, career, professional reputation, trade and business reputation.
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10. The Hawkins smear campaien aeainst his Triple Crown of victims. As the Court will

leam Hawkins is nothing more than an amateur actor, obsessed with homicide crime scenes, who

has adopted a Sherlock Holmes alter-ego (he publishes the name "David 'Sherlock Hawkins" on

several social media platforms). In sum, Hawkins performs on the Defendant's (Def s)

Crowdsource The Truth (CSTT) podcasts to offer scientific sounding conclusions and

determinizations to deceive the public, harm corporations and private entities and create

reputational damage to the undersigned's career. This is all done by design in a reckless manner

that ignores basic facts.

11. Mr. Hawkins fancies the use of legalese and has openly accused American corporations

of having the ̂ ^mens recC to comment horrific crimes. Another favorite phrase of Hawkins is the

"inference of gullf bestowed upon the undersigned due to purported "spoliation of crime scene

evidence".

12. Hawkins applies these iinfounded legal characterizations to the boards of directors,

government officials, employees, military officers, etc. that may orbit the Triple Crown of

victims ((1) [FBCA network] and (2) [those entities connected to the FBCA network], the

undersigned (3)).

13. Trade libel attacks of Mr. Hawkins on the Movant In recent weeks, Hawkins has

aggressively increased his trade libel attacks and defamation of the undersigned's business, trade

and professional career, by offering "evidence-based'' cyber security conclusions and

determinations of the imdersigned's misconduct and malpractice. These slurs and attacks are

seemingly based on quack research by Hawkins to proof: that the intervenor-applicant is

"hacking into systems", "installing back-doors into systems", "striping data firom the crime
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scene" to firustrate federal law enforcement electronic evidence forensic investigators that may be

engaged in some unknown investigation, etc.

14. Hawkins enjoys lecturing to the Def s CSTT audience on the judicial inference of guilt

applied to the undersigned for his misconduct and professional malpractice (broadcast daily to

tens of thousands world-wide viewers as the last subscriber count on only one channel

[YouTube's Jason Goodman] was 81,000+). Hawkins has stated recently that (1) because

Sweigert (undersigned) is a spoliator of electronic evidence, which obstructs federal law

enforcement forensics investigators, (2) that there is the strong inference of guilt diat should be

applied to Sweigert (movant). No evidence to back up these research findings, conclusions or

determinations is provided.

15. According to the part-time thespian Hawkins (who has no training or certifications in the

cyber security field) electronic crime scene investigation (CSI) evidence is being destroyed by

the undersigned. If such a wild claim was true it would be a violation of the professional canon

of ethics of the imdersigned's numerous computer security credentials to do so. This is a direct

accusation of professional malpractice on the part of the imdersigned.

16. Hawkins unqualified to render cvber security opinions. Several times a week the

undersigned is called out by Hawkins' mis-use of cyber security vocabulary and legalese to

accuse the undersigned of professional and trade misconduct, such as: (1) unauthorized hacking,

(2) creating back-doors to networks, (3) social engineering with fake news, (4) conducting man-

in-the-middle (MitM) attacks, (5) causing the corruption of encryption credentials, (6)

destruction of crime scene evidence, (7) spoliation of evidence and (8) unauthorized use of the

federal certification authority bridge to accomplish the foregoing activities (to name a few). The

mis-use of professional vocabulary of the computer security industry by Hawkins is used to
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assign an '"'"inference of guilf\ All directed at the undersigned to describe his purported

malpractice and criminal misconduct using his cyber security professional knowledge.

17. Mr. Hawkins continually distributes and broadcasts his imqualified opinions (relying on

the mis-use of professional computer security vocabulary) to conclude that cyber security

vulnerabilities of the FBCA network were exploited by the imdersigned (and others) for

nefarious and criniinal activities (see N.M. Rothschild, CAI Equity Partners, SERCO, Inc.,

National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC), etc.). This narrative has been

repeated a dozen times to a worldwide audience on CSTT; but, the narrative began on social

media in 2012 when Hawkins was aligned with a ̂'crowdsourced investigation" group known as

Abel Danger.

18. Simply stated, in over seven (7) years of supposed Abel Dangerresearch, Mr. Hawkins

has never gained even a simplistic understanding of the functionality of the FBCA network (such

an explanation will be provided below). Further, Mr. Hawkins is completely unqualified to

make any cyber security conclusions and determinations - but, the undersigned IS qualified in

such matters (as recognized by the federal courts in the context of a hacking breach into a credit

card processing network {FTC v. Wydham Hotels addressed below]).

19. The outlandish cyber security hacking narrative (smear tactic) piished by Mr. Hawkins

since 2012 is that the FBCA network has been manipulated, misused, or exploited to act as a

common carrier of messages and notifications to clandestine parties concerning illegal

kidnapping, dead-pool betting, murder-for-hire, and snuff film activities, etc. This type of

scenario is simply not technically feasible - whefiier the FBCA was "hacked" or not (in this

context hack means unautihorized entry into a secure computer system). Only someone who is

willfiilly avoiding the truth and proceeding with reckless disregard to the truth could avoid
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understanding the true nature of the FBCA network and the near impossibility of it operating in a

manner described by Hawkins.

20. There is a timely need for an examination of the research methods of Mr. Hawkins before

any more damage is done to the undersigned and innocent corporations whose only crime is that

they are connected to the FBCA network and use electronic commerce.

21. Opportunity for Mr. Hawkins to explain his qualifications to this Court. The

undersigned suggests that a Daubert (Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S.

579 (1993)) style evidentiary hearing is needed to inquire into the Hawkins research methods

that support his slanderous, libellous and defamatory conclusions and determinations which are

widely disseminated to tarnish about the undersigned's professional ethics, his adherence to

computer security codes of conduct, etc. This Court has a duty and an obligation to protect such

innocents, like the imdersigned, and the two dozen or so social public institutions that Hawkins

has attacked in a like manner (Northrop Grumman, Boeing Aerospace, NCMEC, SERCO, Inc.,

National Science Foundation (NSF), Lockheed Marin, etc.).

22. The non-party (proposed defendant, ECF no. 93) Hawkins, should be compelled to offer

evidence at an evidentiary hearing to explain his research methods, which drive his cyber

security conclusions and determinations of professional misconduct and malpractice. Hawkins'

methods should demonstrate how they produced research results that has led Hawkins to believe

that the intervenor-applicant has used his skills, knowledge or experience related to the

intervenor-applicant's status as an ethical hacker. Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), or other

computer security professional services to hack, compromise, intrude, weaken or allow others to

enter into a computer network in an unauthorized manner, or caused the striping away of

evidence from a crime scene - electronic or otherwise. Otherwise, such language (which is a
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mis-use of professional cyber security vocabulary) should be halted from further transmission on

the Internet, unless it can be demonstrated to be true - or even plausible - by Hawkins.

23. Hawkins needs to demonstrate (within the context of a suggested Daubert-st^lQ

evidentiary hearing) how his private research methods (of no public concern), known as "CSI

REVERSE ENGINEERING OF CRIME SCENES" (aka Reverse CSI Scripts promoted at

http://ReverseCSIScripts.Com), helps him to make such stunning allegations against the Triple

Crown (to include the undersigned, a private individual). Such an evidentiary hearing will

allow the Court to evaluate whether of not such research methods amount to little more than junk

science - or worse. In the highly likely event that Mr. Hawkins will NOT respond to such a

request to attend such an evidentiary hearing then a default preliminary injunction could be

issued at the Stage Two level.

24. A Daubert-s\y\Q evidentiary hearing is recommended as it will enable an examination of

Hawkins' so-called research pursuant to the spirit of Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 702. This

speaks to the "General Acceptance and Admissibility for an Expert's Testimony", Frye v. United

States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir. 1923). As Hawkins claims to be a type of expert witness

''^Cambridge educatedforensic economisf (and performs his act in CSTT podcasts acting as an

expert witness) his research methods should be examined at an evidentiary hearing to determine

if these methods: (1) can they be tested with the scientific method, (2) have ever been peer

reviewed, and (3) if there is general acceptance of these processes. See generally F.R.E. Rule

702. See Nease v. Ford Motor Co., No. 15-1950 (4th Cir. 2017).

25. Stage Two: At the conclusion of such an evidentiary hearing the Court can document -

once and for all - the baseless and meritless accusations of Hawkins which lack any foimdation.

If such a finding is made post evidentiary hearing, then the undersigned MOVES for an ORDER
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FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF to compel Hawkins to CEASE and DESIST (C&D) any further

commentary about the imdersigned, the FBCA network, or public/private institutions

interconnected to said FBCA network. The C&D language should forbid any future broadcast

and/or podcasts, or blog entries (Twitter, Facehook, Patreon, YouTube, Stemmit, etc.) with

language concerning the Triple Crown, (1) backing allegations about weaknesses in the FBCA

network, (2) slander and slurs directed at the public/private partnerships and private entities

interconnected to the FBCA network, and (3) die intervenor-applicant, bis technical competence,

of trade libel accusing the movant of misconduct and malpractice.

PROCEDURAL fflSTORY

26. By ORDER (ECF No. 97) all parties to this instant lawsuit are to reply and/or answer the

intervenor-applicant's Second Amended (SA) Motion to Intervene (ECF No. 93). These

documents are herein referenced in their entirety as if fully restated herein.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

27. Hawkins is NOT a United States citizen. Hawkins makes bis extraterritorial (C/mteif

States V. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259) social media broadcasts somewhere near South

Surry, British Columbia, Canada. To help locate the whereabouts of Hawkins it is prudent to

note that he was married to the late Maren Hartwell, who apparently died from cancer on

September 16,2011. Someone named David Hawkins created a "Mary Hartwell Scholarship",

aimounced in an Internet article on 8/15/2012. The scholarship references the date of death of

Ms. Hartwell as 9/16/2011. The article on the scholarship references the White Rock Farmer's

Market. Scholarship wirmers will apparently be aimoimced in the White Rock and South Surrey

local newspapers. There is a reference in a Cloverdale newspaper that David Hawkins ran for

public office as "director of die White Rock Farmers Market, former actor in community theater
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(murder and muderee).... Last book read: "A Sherlock Holmes Companion"". An address of

1702 King George Highway is provided for the candidate. Another web page lists Hawkins's

phone number as 604-542-0891. A reverse look-up of the number 604-542-0891 indicates that it

has been issued to Maren Hartwell of 1702 King George Highway, Surrey, British Columbia,

V4A 4Z8 (Canada).

28. The web-site known as "http://ReverseCSIScripts.com" (operated by Hawkins), displays

the following history of Mr. Hawkins:

• Abel Danger—From 2006 to 2018, Hawkins and Marine Corps veteran

Field McCoimell sponsored a web-based service for Cloud Centric CSI to

help citizens reverse engineer the signature of patented weapons or

weaponized patents at crime sites and solve murder mysteries of centuries

past.

• From 2012 to the present, Hawkins has been operating Blending

Bene and Farmers MarkIT web sites to help users to optimize their diets

with 'Nutritionists Just In Time' and develop 'Chefs With Lattitude' apps

to build customized recipes based on seasonal supplies in their local and

regional food chain.

• Hawkins launched the 'Citizens Association of Forensic Economists' in

British Columbia in 2003 as a coffee-shop based asset tracking network

to monitor impact of government programs on public debt, personal

assets and individual rights; to expose 'off-book' debt, combat crime and

fraud and optimize the use of assets in water, energy, transport, shelter,

defence, food, forestry and fisheries industries.
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29. Hawkins transfers his rhetoric from Abel Daneer to CSTT podcasts. Def Goodman *

continues to discuss the xmdersigned on his CSTT podcasts with Hawkins, which are distributed

over a dozen social media platforms. Disparaging, slanderous, trade libellous and defaming

allegations are continuously broadcast by the Def and non-party Hawkins, even after the service

of the intervenor-applicant's 2A Motion (EOF No. 93) on April 12,2019 to the Def via U.S.

Priority Mail.

30. For example, in the video production entitled, "Are EVL Teachers Hiring CAJScrubs To

Hide Signals From High Value Target & Death Pool Crime Scenes?", April 19,2019, at time

mark 39:39, Hawkins states, "[t]he close combination of the British Patent Office and the

American Patent Office takes us right to 9/11, and a number of patented devices were used in the

9/11 attack and not just in the 9/11 attack, but to actuallv prevent and obscure the crime scene

investigation that would have led - or would have lead us -1 think we are in the process of that

now Jason to find the perpetrators ~ and I pin that on N.M. Rothschild, uh, SERCO, and the

CAI Private Equity Group, for which I believe this guv Sweigert is scrubbing busilv awav in that

third turmel. Over to you." [Def laughs]

31. The "third tunnel" referenced by Hawkins refers to the collage containing the

unauthorized use of the likeness, portrait or image of the intervenor-applicant's face

"photoshopped" on the body of a janitor below a bridge with large "SERCO" letters embedded

in the wall with a schematic of the federal bridge (CertiPath diagram) next to the SERCO letters.

[EXHIBIT ONE].

32. These allegations of Hawkins appear to be merely lifted from an open letter to then White

House Chief of Staff Gen. John F, Kelly, U.S.M.C. (ret) by the conspiracy theorist (and former

partner of Hawkins) known as Field McCoimell (Plum City, Wisconsin). In the 2/25/2018 letter.
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McConnel writes, "[p]lease accept Brief 225 from Field McConnell — United States Marine

Corps whistle-blower and Global Operations Director of Abel Danger (AD) - on Serco's CAI

private equity investors including the late General Alexander Haig, 7th SACEUR and former

director of Intemeuron Pharmaceuticals, MGM Mirage, ACL and UTC and Yves Fortier,

Rhodes Scholar and former Nortel director, who allegedly arranged finance for the 2010/11 start

up of Uber to develop a patentee SWAT team murder-for-hire service.. [EXHIBIT TWO].

33. The Intemet continues to be littered by authoritative sounding allegations and

accusations, relying on the mis-use of professional vocabulary, made by Hawkins in YouTube

videos, blog entries, Patreon.Com posts, etc. As previously reported in ECF No. 93 (2A Motion)

the breadth of these Intemet defamatory Intemet posts encompasses almost a dozen social media

platforms. Here, in this MOTION, the undersigned carves out the social media controlled by

Hawkins - his Patreon.Com page and Hawkins controlled accormts (which does not impact the

Def or his CSTT social media footprint).

34. Hawkins confirms that he considers himself some kind of Sherlock Holmes (see political

candidate web-page "Last book read: "A Sherlock Holmes Companion"), as his introduction on

the Patreon.Com page reads:

A.I. Mentor David "Sherlock" Hawkins—^inventor of the Deductive Computing

Machine and the Obiect-Oriented Fractal Paintbmsh—^seeks your support for his
development of Reverse CSI Storyboards, video nlavlists and Zulu-timed virtual
reality (VRI theater to form a Virtual Production Crew with Jason Goodman

and help students and injured communities ground tmth the custodians of any
patented devices which may have been used to scmb or filter crime-scene or
wrongful-death data through VPN tunnels.

[emphasis added]

35. An April 13,2019 Patreon.Com entry states, "apparently used by Serco cut-out agents

including Kevin "Mendenhall" Marsden [non-party who filed declaration with the Court] and the

social engineer/ethical hacker David Sweigert to scrub tunnels under the federal bridge
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certification authority network and prevent Julian Assange as a whistleblower." [EXHIBIT

THREE]. Again, Hawkins insinuates that somehow the undersigned is "scrubbing" covert

tunnels linked to the "federal bridge certification authority." Such imauthorized misconduct

would be a direct violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030.

36. Another example occurred on April 18,2019 [EXHIBIT FOUR], "[t]he storyboards

indicate that CAI investors hired social engineer/ethical hacker David "Scrubberman" Sweieert

and Maxar Technologies director Joanne Lsham. formerly responsible to Clinton's disgraced CIA

Director John Deutsch for clandestine technical activities with the UK MOD over the federal

bridge certification authority, to equip BBC scriptwriters and the EVL AI Teachers communitv

with split-tunnel networks to prevent the U.S. Secret Service fi-om investigating dead-pool

gaming and an attempt by Serco/CAI agents to complete on 9/11 what Bemardine Dohm and

Bill Ayers started in the 1970s." The foregoing indicates that the undersigned has impeded

and/or obstructed the U.S. Secret Service in some manner.

37. The trade libellous Patreon entry continues, "The storyboards suggest that Serco/CAI

agents are using BBC scripts and Sweigert's split-tunnelling skills to break the chains of custody

of evidence needed by the Secret Service to investigate cases of missing and exploited children

(JonBenet Ramsey, Madeleine McCann!) and dismantle a patent-for-rent murder-for-hire

network run by EVL Teachers..." [EXHIBIT FOUR], [emphasis added]

38. The Court should note the following text "and scrubbing of files firom computer was

evidence of persistent bad-faith" appears in the legal white paper written by Ronald I. Raether,

Jr., entitled, "Effectively Preserving Evidence", (Internet URL:

https://www.troutman.coni/images/content/4/7/vl/4717/RIR_EffectivelyPreservingEvidence.pdf

). The entire passage reads, "Covucci v. Keane Consulting Group, Inc., 2006 Mass. Super
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T.F,XTS 313 (Mass. Sup. Ct. May 31,2006) Court dismissed plaintiffs complaint after finding that

plaintiffs deletion of e-mail and scrubbing of files from computer was evidence of persistent bad-

faith repudiation of discovery obligations, intentional spoliation, and firaud on the court.". Thus,

the scrubbing euphemism is considered to be a term of misconduct and evidence destruction.

39. Again, an April 16,2019 posting states, "[t]he storyboards suggest that Serco's EVL

Teachers used Clinton-sponsored dead-pool tuimels under the federal bridge certification

authority to stop the US Secret Service from identifying the Sweieert brothers as the source of

the dirtv-bomb hoax which shut down parts of the Port of Charleston in 2017." This is the

accusation of criminal activity on the part of the undersigned. [EXHIBIT FIVE-A], [emphasis

added] Each time Hawkins makes a Patreon.Com entry his Twitter fans are notified by recurring

tweets. [EXHIBIT FIVE-B]

40. Another example is provided on April 14,2019. This entry states, "with custody of Con

Air AI patented devices apparently used by Serco cut-out agents allegedly including social

engineer/ethical hacker David Sweieert and his brotiier George Sweigert to scrub data fi:om the

EVL Teachers' tunnels under the federal bridge certification authoritv: infiltrate saboteurs into

the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR); stop the US Secret

Service from recognizing BBC fake news injects in the dirty bomb hoax which shut down parts

of the Port Of Charleston in 2017.. [EXHIBIT SIX-A], [emphasis added]

41. Another Hawkins Patreon entry of April 22,2019 proclaims, "[w]ith nearly 40 years'

experience as an AI mentor, I have used mv Reverse CSI Storvboards to recognize Serco's

apparent use of AI algorithms to process the patented devices and systems which allegedly gave

air force veteran and ethical hackers' Red Team leader David Sweieert the capability of split

tunnelimr data where the Bin Laden group was able to access AWACS time-stamped ad hoc
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way points needed to knock out targets in New York and Washington." [EXHIBIT SIX-B]

[emphasis added]

42, The 4/22/2019 entry continues, "[tjhe storyboards indicate that Serco/CAI agents hired

Sweigert and Maxar Technologies director Joanne Isham, formerly responsible to Clinton's

disgraced CIA Director John Deutsch for clandestine technical activities with the UK MOD over

the federal bridge certification authority, and Maureen Baginski, VP Intelligence & Technical

Advisory Services Senior National Security Advisor for Serco North America and former NSA

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) Director (WTF?)". [EXHIBIT 6-B] [emphasis added]

43. Hawkins abuses trademarks considered to be fraudulent activitv. To demonstrate the

legalese thrown around by Hawkins the Court should note the following phrase from an October

23,2018 post to Hawkins' Patreon.Com blog, "[w]ith this post, and after previously

trademarking "Bridge of P.R.E.Y.", David "Sherlock" Hawkins is trademarking Bridge of

Pride™ and Bridge of Fraud™ to better classify his creative work on reverse CSI storyboards

and associated audio-visual scripts where David attempts to identify the mens rea of the

perpetrators who may have used SIGINT over the Federal Bridge Certification Authority

(FBCA) network or its antecedents to coordinate the weapons of 9/11; HUMINT from DOJ Pride

and its antecedent organisations such as the Instrument Room (Imperial Brain)." [EXHIBIT

SIX-C] [emphasis added] caveat: a trademark for "Bridge of Pride" or "Bridge of Fraud" was

not located by the undersigned in either the Canadian Trademarks Database (Internet URL:

https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/opic-cipo/trdmrks/srch/home) or the U.S. patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO)(IntemetURL:

http://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/gate.exe?f=searchss&state=4808:w4egna.l.l). [EXHIBIT SIX-

C] [emphasis added]
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44. As stated in the USPTO Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure (TMEP) (October

2018) (Intemet URL: https://tmep.uspto.gov/RDMS/TMEP/Apr2014#/Apr2014/TMEP-

900dlel351.html):

906.02 Improper Use of Registration Symbol

Improper use of the federal registration symbol that is deliberate and intended to deceive

or mislead the public is fraud. See TMEP §906.04.

45. The Court should note, "[t]he Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure at Section

902.03 provides that fraudulent intent and purpose in using a federal registration symbol is a

basis for refusal of registration. Thus, we believe that the pending application can be opposed for

registration for the above reasons, [footnote 6]". Copelands' Enterprises Inc. v. CNVInc., 945

F.2d 1563,20 USPQ2d 1295 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

46. In a similar vein the Supreme Court recognized that the Government may regulate

commercial speech to ensure that it is not false, deceptive, or misleading, Va. Pharmacy Bd. v.

Va. Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976) at 771-772.

47. The Government may regulate commercial speech to ensure that it is not false, deceptive,

or misleading", Va. Pharmacy Bd. v. Va. Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976) at 771-772.

"[T]he public and private benefits from commercial speech derive from confidence in its

accuracy and reliability". A listener also has little interest in being coerced into a purchasing

decision. See Ohralikv. Ohio State Bar Assn., 436 U.S., at 457.

48. Enough is enough. It is timely for the Court to consider a MOTION for injunctive relief

to have such offending material removed from the Intemet as it is the unprotected speech of a

non-U.S. citizen.

LAW AND ARGUMENT
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49. For a movant to be successful in obtaining pendente lite injunctive relief in the

Commonwealth of Virginia he/she must address: (1) likelihood of irreparable harm to movant if

relief IS NOT granted, (2) the likelihood of harm to the defendant is the requested relief is

granted, the likelihood that the plaintiff will succeed on the merits, and (4) the public interest.

See Direx Israel, Ltd. V. Breakthrough Med. Corp., 952 F.2d 802, 812 (4*'' Cir. 1991) and

Blackwelder Furniture Co. of Statesville, Inc. v. SeiligMfg. Co., Inc., 550 F.2d 189 (4* Cir.

1977).

BALANCE OF HARDSHIPS

50. When deciding whether to grant a preliminary injvmction, the Court must first determine

whether the movant has made a strong showing of irreparable harm if the injunction is denied, or

if potential harm to the defendant (if the preliminary injimction is approved) outweighs the

movant's hardships. If the balance of hardships "tips decidedly in favor of the plaintiff," Rum

Creek Coal Sales, Inc. v. Capetron, 926 F,2d 353,359 (4th Cir. 1991) (internal quotation marks

omitted), then typically it will "be enough that the plaintiff [movant] has raised questions going

to the merits so serious, substantial, difficult and doubtful, as to make them fair groimd for

litigation and thus for more deliberate investigation," Blackwelder Furniture Co. ofStatesville v.

Seilig Manufacturing Co., 550 F.2d 189 (4th Cir. 1977) at 195 (internal quotation marks

omitted).

51. The critical issue in a preliminary injunction case involves the balancing of the harms

likely to be suffered by the parities. If the plaintiff [movant] has made a strong showing that it

will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is denied, the court must balance the likelihood of

that harm against the likelihood of harm that would be suffered by the defendant.
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THE IRREPARABLE HARM TO MOVANT ONTERVENOR-APPLICANT) IF THE

MOTION IS NOT GRANTED

52. The undersigned is experiencing physical manifestations, from this CSTT/Hawkins smear

campaign, in the form of medical treatments related to musculoskeletal symptoms of stress.

These medical treatments can be directly traced to the angst created by these unqualified

Hawkins conclusions and determinations that are slowly destroying the undersigned's career -

all by design. The non-stop (ten (10) social media entries a week concerning the movant's

professional malpractice) drum beat of trade libel and defamation per se will have a destructive

cumulative impact on the undersigned, to include two (2) hours per week of CSTT "open shows"

and four (4) hours per week of Patreon only pay-for-view podcast shows.

53. Search Eneine Optimization techniques. Both Hawkins, and the Def have used, and are

presently using search engine optimization techniques as their vehicle to integrate digital lynch

mob incitements to call for more invasions of privacy, more reposts of links to defamatory vides

filled with trade libel across a social media footprint that includes at least twelve (12) social

media platforms (YouTube, Stemmit, GAB, Instagram, FaceBook, Twitter, etc.).

54. Hawkins has repeatedly bragged - as did a former associate of the Def "Quin Michaels",

aka Korey Atkin, about his knowledge in artificial intelligence (A.I.) social media use of remote

hot-nets to create the appearance of censuses amongst himdreds of users (all represent mere

cyber instances of a fake electronic persona - sometimes called "sock puppet account"). Both

Hawkins, and Quinn in 2018, have annoimced their understanding of such social media

techniques. The following definition of search engine optimization (SEO) is provided:

"Refers to the process of improving traffic to a given website by increasing the site's

visibility in search engine results. Websites improve search engine optimization by
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improving content, making sure that the pages are able to be indexed correctly, and

ensuring that the content is \mique. Going through the search engine optimization process

typically leads to more traffic for the site because the site will appear higher in search

results for information that pertains to the site's offerings."

(Intemet URL: htq)://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/search-engine-

optimization.html)

55. The Defamation Per Se ofHawkins * unprotected speech. The damaging slander and

trade libel that Hawkins broadcasts almost every day are direct hits on the fragile balance of a

professional's career when accused of malpractice.

56. At common-law defamatory words are per se if they are: "(4) Those which prejudice

such a person in his profession or trade," Shupe v. Rose's Stores, 213 Va. 374,375-76,192

S.E.2d 766,767 (1972); see Note, Defamation in Virginia - A Merger of Libel and Slander, 47

Va. L. Rev. 1116 (1961); W. Prosser, Torts § 112, at 763 n. 33 (4th ed. 1971).

57. Hawkins has already met the defamationper jc test. To illustrate. The Court is already

aware of the work performed by a CISSP and/or a CISA [EXHIBIT SEVEN]:

"[Cjertify that the Assessment was conducted by a qualified, objective, independent

third-party professional, who uses procedures and standards generally accepted in the

profession, adheres to professional and business ethics, performs all duties

objectively, and is free of any conflicts of interest that might compromise the

assessor's independent judgment in performing Assessments. Professionals qualified to

prepare Assessments shall be: a person qualified as a Certified Information Systems

Security Professional (CISSP) or as a Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)..".

[emphasis added]
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58. Cyber security conclusions and determinations as to professional misconduct and

malpractice attributed to the undersigned (by a "Cambridge educated forensic economist)

speaks directly to the smearing of the intrinsic qualities expected of a CISSP and/or a CISA. By

design, Hawkins uses several instantiations of the undersigned's name in his Patreon blog and

social media entries (e.g., Dave Sweigert, David G. Sweigert, David Sweigert, etc.) to ensure

maximum potential that Internet search engines will be optiniized and return the results of

Hawkins smears when answering the query "Sweigert ethical hacker". [EXHIBIT NINE] Such

entries (posted ten (10) times per week) have a cumulative effect as each entry amplifies the

previous entry. This creates a cumulative and compoiuiding effect. The net effect of these

Internet techniques is to create a false and overwhelmingly negative impression of the movant to

disqualify him firom projects that require a CEH, CISSP or CISA, with accompanying moral

values, professional ethics and independence firom conflicts of interest.

59. Hawkins has already proven himself as an expert in industrial grade smear campaign

techniques, which he perfected dming his Abel Danger days (2012 to 2018) to smear (1) Kristine

Marcy, (2) and the same public/private partnerships connected to the federal bridge discussed in

this pleading and hundreds of other innocents. Both have endured seven (7) years of non-stop

slander, trade libel and defamation per se. Now add the movant and the Court has the Hawkins

Triple Crown.

60. Hawkins' seven (7) year Abel Danger career is a momunent to slanderous, libellous and

offensive communications. The "offensive communication" of Hawkins is "capable of injuring

[movant's] standing and reputation in all aspects of [his] personal and professional life, and

inflicting serious psychological and emotional damage to movant]" See Bingham v. Strave, 184

A.D.2d 85, 89-90 (P* De't 1992).
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61. A preliminary injimction is needed to protect the invasion of the movant's property

interest in a technical reputation and standing in his profession from any future Hawkins

allegations of trade libel misconduct and malpractice. Courts have enjoined speech if it was

cormected to the disparagement of a tangible property interest. See Weiss v. Levine, 133 N.J.Eq.

441, 32 A.2d 574; Esskay Art Galleries v. Gibbs, 205 Ark. 1157,172 S.W.2d 924; Pomeroy's

Equity Jurisprudence, Third Ed. § 1358; XVIII A. and E. Encyclopedia of Law, Libel and

Slander, § XV et seq.

62. The movant's property right in the practice of a profession is ex necessitate, an intangible

property, connected with the personality of a practitioner of such profession. The movant has a

right to practice his ethical profession as a highly trained and certified cyber security professional

- similar to any physician, attomey-at-law, or certified public accountant - free from vicous

slander and trade libel.

63. In Sloan v. Mitchell, 113 W.Va. 506,168 S.E. 800, it was held that the right to practice

medicine was a valuable pronertv right and the unauthorized practice of medicine by Mitchell,

the defendant, was enjoined. Similarly, it has been held that tiie right to practice law is a

pronertv right. Unger v. Landlords' Management Corporation,\\A N.J.Eq. 68, 168 A. 229;

Fitchette v. Taylor, 191 Miim. 582,254 N.W. 910,94 A.L.R. 356; Montgomery County Bar

Ass'n V. Rinalducci, 329 Pa. 296,197 A. 924.

64. To amplify, in Gazette, Inc. v. Harris, 325 S.E.2d 713 (1985), the Supreme Court of

Virginia cited, "[I]n Virginia, as in other states, the law of defamation historically has protected a

basic interest. The individual's right to personal security includes his uninterrupted entitlement to

enjoyment of his reputation. Fuller v. Edwards, 180 Va. 191,197,22 S.E.2d 26,29 (1942).
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"Society has a pervasive and strong interest in preventing and redressing attacks upon

reputation." Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75, 86, 86 S. Ct. 669,676,15 L. Ed. 2d 597 (1966)."

THIS IS NO DISCERNIBLE HARM TO THE DEFENDANT. IRREPARABLE OR

OTHERWISE

65. The movant does not seek a comprehensive or over-reaching a gag order against Mr.

Hawkins. The movant seeks a cessation of trade libel and comments (defamation per se) to

protect the Hawkins Triple Crown, and preliminary injimctive relief can be scoped to those

entities; namely (1) the movant's professional ethics or competencies (see CEH, CISSP and

CISA discussed below), (2) the security posture of the FBCA network, and/or (3) public/private

partnerships connected to the FBCA network (that is the limit of the request for and Triple

Crown CEASE and DESIST order, to prohibit speech in those areas).

66. To demonstrate to this Court that Hawkins will suffer nothing - except embarrassment

and chagrined disappointment - a sampling of Hawkins claims is herein refuted with fact-based

information. Regrettably, the following explanation of the FBCA network is needed to refute the

ridiculous nature and technical impossibility of Hawkins claims. The plethora of publicly

available technical information about the FBCA network (which has been ignored by Hawkins)

speaks to reckless disregard and willful blindness to the truth.

67. The truth about the FBCA network. Solid technical information about the impossibility

that the operation of the FBCA network could be hijacked by clandestine and nefarious parties is

consistently ignored by the so-called ̂ 'Cambridge educated forensic economist actor, who

enjoys performing with his Sherlock Holmes alter-ego recurring CSTT podcasts with the Def.

By hiding behind legalistic sounding expert witness-ish credentials, Hawkins casually proclaims

that the FBCA network can be easily hacked by somehow exploiting weaknesses - namely by
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the intervenor-applicant (who else?). David "Sherlock" Hawkins (as he enjoys calling himself)

continues to dispense conclusions and determinations about the FBCA network, the entities

connected to it, and especially the movant as he worked on it. The Triple Crown of slander for

Mr. Hawkins.

68. Mr. Hawkins cannot provide evidence of his research jBndings to support his allegations

against the imdersigned and innocent public institutions (SERCO, Inc, NSF, NCMEC, etc.). At

the core to all these allegations is the federal bridge certification authority (FBCA) network. It is

technically impossible for the FBCA network to enable the outlandish hacking attacks claimed

by Hawkins and he has no proof or research results that would indicate otherwise.

69. Movant source of qualified opinion to rebut Hawkins. The undersigned has been

certified by the same professional bodies which have been recognized by the federal courts to

provide expert assistance in matters such as the security of network vulnerabilities that may

reside widiin an FBCA type of network. The Court's attention is called to the STIPULATED

ORDER FOR INJUNCTION issued 12/11/2015, ECF no. 283, Federal Trade Commission v.

Wyndham Worldwide Corporation, et. al., 2:13-CV-01887-EAS-JAD. U.S.D.C., Dist. ofNew

Jersey. [EXHIBIT SEVEN] (See Intemet URL: https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-

proceedings/1023142-xl20032/wyndham-worldwide-corporation).

70. In FTC V. Wyndham the court ordered that annual reports were to be made considering

the integrity of the computer networking environment of the hotel chain, which previously was

held responsible for the data breach of 10,000 consumer credit cards and cardholder information.

On page 6 of 18 of said ORDER [EXHIBIT SEVEN] the court mandated 20 (twenty) years of

cardholder data assessments. Such assessments would be required to be carried out against the

comprehensive Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) Risk Assessment
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Guidelines. Further such assessments had to be performed by qualified experts. At para. II.3,

pg. 7 of 18, the court stated:

"[C]ertify that the Assessment was conducted by a qualified, objective, independent

third-party professional, who uses procedures and standards generally accepted in the

profession, adheres to professional and business ethics, performs all duties objectively,

and is free of any conflicts of interest that might compromise the assessor's independent

judgment in performing Assessments. Professionals qualified to prepare Assessments

shall be: a person qualified as a Certified Information Systems Security Professional

(CISSP) or as a Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA).".

71. The xmdersigned is certified as both a CISSP and a CISA. Therefore, the imdersigned is

qualified to speak to issues of risk assessments, vulnerabilities, malware, computer hacking and

other topics of interest to this Court - not Mr. Hawkins. Caveat: both the CISSP and the CISA

are recognized credentials as part of the U.S. Department of Defense cyber defense program

(DoD 8570.01-Manual).

72. Fact-based analysis ofHawkins claims. A qualified cyber security opinion wovild

conclude that it is nearly impossible for components of the FBCA network to be used for the

transmission of covert message payloads as suggested by Hawkins. The federal bridge acts as a

validation authority of the status of digital certificates, much in the same manner as a credit card

"clearinghouse" routes card status messages and requests to an issuer bank (known host) via a

complex interconnected card payment processing network (nearly identical to the FBCA

network). Digital certificates, like credit cards, require their current status to be verified; status

as to valid, expired, revoked, unknown, etc. [EXHIBIT TEN-A]
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73. The Court should consider an illustration from the web-site of IdenTrust, which offers the

following explanation of FBCA functionality:

Providing government trust based on cross-certification with the U.S. Federal Bridge

Certification Authority (FBCA)

IdenTrust Global Common (IGC) certificates are cross-certified with the U.S. Federal

Bridge Certification Authority (FBCA), enabling trust and interoperability with a wide

range of systems and applications. IGC Certificates are ideal for use by U.S. federal and

state governments, contractors, healthcare providers and enterprises where a high degree

of trust and interoperability is desired. Leveraging more than a decade of expertise in

identity-proofing and providing authentication credentials, the IdenTrust Global Common

(IGC) PKI provides certificates from Basic Assurance certificates to PIV-I credentials.

(Internet URL: https://www.identrust.coni/certificates/federal-bridge-certified )

74. Much like in the FBCA network, in the credit card verification and validation network,

the issuing bank acts as the final arbitrator of the status of such card, and then approves a

pending transaction (based on the success of the "status" responder). In a like manner, the

issuing agency of a digital certificate (dig-cert) has the final authority to validate the status of a

dig-cert (valid, expired, revoked, etc.).

75. To illustrate, Matthew J. Stifel explained in the article Acceptance ofDigital Signatures:

A Matter of Trust, 21st Computer Science Seminar, [EXHIBIT TEN-B], quoted in relevant part:

" Many companies and government agencies issue electronic

credentials within their own domain. It is unrealistic that a single

global issuer of these credentials will ever exist. Many of the
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public and private entities issuing electronic credentials are doing

so with the use of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology. In

order for these credentials to be trusted so that a digital signature

can be validated between two entities, a higher level architecture

(trust model) must exist.

The US Federal Government has developed an architecture to

extend trust beyond a single trust domain. The Federal Bridge

Certificate Authority is an example of this type of infrastructure

element. The Federal Bridge CA, operated by the General

Services Administration (GSA), provides cross certification

among trust domain PBQ's. The Federal Bridge acts as a trust

conduit. It does not provide a root of trust, but actually "links

together" existing trust infrastructures by mapping dieir

"policies".

76. Note: A digital signature is an application of technology for signing an electronic

message that ordinarily provides the highest degree of assurance for identifying the

signer. Digital signatures are a subset of electronic signatures, but unlike other electronic

signatures, digital signatures are cryptographically derived, i.e., backed by a process such as a

public key infirastructure (PKI). A digital signature enables legally binding transactions via non-

repudiation. The recipient of signed data can use a digital signature as evidence in demonstrating

to a third party that the signature was, in fact, generated by the claimed signatory. This is

known as non-repudiation, since the signatory cannot easily repudiate the signature at a later

time.
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77. To continue the credit card authorization system analogy, even if a card purchaser

(cardholder) is using a Visa (brand owner) credit card, by relying on the electronic payment

clearinghouse (acquirer), the Visa card can still be verified and validated by the interconnection

of several major credit card brands that act in a cooperative manner to provide verification and

validation services in near split-second time. The purpose of such activity is to deny purchases to

revoked and expired credit cards. The issuer bank (like the issuer of a dig-cert) would deny the

purchase if a card is revoked or expired and return the notification to the merchant (relying party

in the FBCA network). The FBCA is a "clearinghouse" of sorts.

78. The digital certificates that are widely used throughout the federal government, work on

the same principle when it comes to the process of validating that the dig-cert has not been

revoked or expired. A routing protocol has been designed which follows a known networking

path to the issuer of the digital certificate (known host server) to verify and validate the status of

said digital certificate. If the issuer of the digital certificate has no expired or revoked status

associated with the credential, a response message with dig-cert status is returned to the federal

bridge (acting as clearinghouse acquirer) for further routing to the next hop. When the federal

bridge receives the dig-cert status response message it has the proper routing and path validation

software to ensure that the appropriate agency application is notified of the positive status of the

credential.

79. This type of procedure allows for the processing of valid credentials that represent the

status of the user's dig-cert credential. In the case of the federal bridge, interconnected

certification authorities that are maintained by issuers of certain digital certificates, such as

Boeing, Northrop Grumman, Certipath, Entrust, etc., can quickly validate die status of other

company credentials. This facilitates inter-company electronic commerce. Pursuant to the 2000
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Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (E-Sign Act) parties can agree on

authentication and authorization of legally binding transactions (equivalent to a "wet" signature

[traditional pen and ink]). Therefore, the use of the federal bridge can expedite electronic

commerce by facilitating the execution of legally binding transactions in a fast and exhibition

expeditious manner. In smn, tibie FBCA network facilitates electronic commerce and streamlines

legally binding transactions between the government and public/private partners.

80. To illijstrate, the National Science Foundation research project, CAREER: Effective Trust

Judgments Across Boundaries, is quoted in relevant part:

Increasingly important social processes are migrating to an increasingly decentralized,

inter-organizational information infrastructure. This work investigates the resulting trust

issues. Are there grounds for one entity, Alice, to trust a remote entity Bob, with a

particular task? When such grounds exist, how can this information be securely

transmitted across the boundaries that separate Bob from Alice? Do Alice's applications

and tools enable her to make the appropriate trust judgment?

This research begins with the technology of public key infrastructure (PKI), because it

can communicate assertions without sharing secrets, and trusted computing platforms,

because of they can potentially create islands of trust within a distributed infrastructure."

[EXHIBIT EIGHT]

81. The key here is that public key infrastructure (PKI) communicates assertions (dig-cert

status [valid, revoked, expired]) WITHOUT communicating the clandestine covert message

payload that Mr. Hawkins fancies. It is simply not possible. Mr. Hawkins' allegations about

hacking the FBCA network to transmit covert and clandestine instruction messages (covert
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payload) to nefarious actors is almost technically impossible. Further, Mr. Hawkins is

completely unqualified to make such statements.

82. The computer networking protocol that is relied upon to validate dig-cert status is known

as the Online Certificate Status Protocol (DCS?). A relevant tutorial is provided by the web-site

operated by "digicert", quoting in relevant part:

"An OCSP request is a signed message. It consists mainly of two components: a request

body, and an optional signature block. The request body contains one or multiple

certificate status requests. The body consists of the following fields:

Version - OCSP Request version niunber. It is default to vl.

Requestor name - optional field

One or more requests - web server only include one certificate status request per OCSP

request message.

Extensions - This optional field to include extra information which may be

conmnmicated between the client and the OCSP server, such as the expected OCSP

response message type firom fiie client, nonce, or archive cutoff date, etc."

(Internet URL: htq)s://community.digicert.com/en/blogs.entry.htnil/2015/02/27/what-is-

ocsp.htnil)

83. OCSP was first conceptualized via Requestfor Comment 2560 of the Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF), Jime 1999. Quoted in relevant part:

2.1 Request

An OCSP request contains the following data:

~ protocol version
~ service request
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- target certificate identifier
- optional extensions which MAY be processed by the OCSP Responder

Upon receipt of a request, an OCSP Responder determines if:

1. the message is well formed

2. the responder is configured to provide the requested service and

3. the request contains the information needed by the responder If
any one of the prior conditions are not met, the OCSP responder
produces an error message; otherwise, it returns a definitive
response.

(Internet URL: https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2560.txt)

84. The OCSP standard, IETF RFC 2560, has limited the message length and content of an

OCSP Request message and Responder message; with OCSP dig-cert status returned via OCSP

Responders (analogous to the issuer bank in the credit card processing network model). Mr.

Hawkins needs to explain where exactly a covert and/or clandestine payload message can be

inserted into an OCSP message used by the FBCA network. It can't.

85. The size of the OCSP transaction messages that are routed through the federal bridge are

very lightweight and small. Many electronic mail systems can carry payload attachments up to

the size of 10 to 15 megabytes. This is not the case with an OCSP transaction verification

messages. Such authorization messages are purposely designed to be very short and small to

allow for quick processing and reduced network latency. Otherwise bulky messages would clog

the network and response times would be in the minutes, instead of seconds.

86. The Court should note that all the foregoing references are publicly available on the

Internet. Easily accessible to Mr. Hawkins. It is Mr. Hawkins who has slung allegations against

the FBCA network and those entities connected to it since 2012. Yet, in all this time Mr.

Hawkins has not undertaken even the most basic research that has been presented above. This is
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the sum of Mr. Hawkins' seven-year research undertaking (death march) to study the FBCA

network and die entities connected to it - nothing. There is nothing to base his wild, stunning,

defamatory, libellous and slanderous accusations on. There is no pathway for clandestine and

nefarious lesbian operatives can transport orders of cover t snuff films via clandestine channels

on the FBCA network. Not any more than a credit card reader could read a covert and

clandestine Visa card to send messages to saboteurs, accomplices, pedophiles or any of the other

FBCA network bogey men created in the mind of Mr. Hawkins.

87. If a preliminary injunctive order prevents Mr. Hawkins firom discussing the movant,

movant's technical capabilities, movant's background with the federal bridge, the FBCA

network itself, and interconnected FBCA network entities Mr. Hawkins will lose nothing.

LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS

88. The undersigned has the ability to disqualify the hacking and professional malpractice

notions and other wild speculations of Hawkins. The Court has learned that the imdersigned is a

Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), and a CISSP and a CISA and is well qualified to neutralize and

make moot the outrageous and imqualified opinions of Mr. Hawkins. The undersigned can speak

to these issues (cyber seciority) from a professional platform - Mr. Hawkins cannot. This creates

a clear advantage for the movant in addressing the uneducated guess work of Hawkins.

89. As explained in the Memorandxmi of Law that accompanied the S A Motion to Intervene

(ECF No. 93) [herein cited and referenced as if fully restated] Hawkins' acts of falsely imputing

criminal acts and trade libel (professional reputational damage) to the undersigned is per se

defamatory. Mazurek v. Armstrong (96-1104), 520 U.S. 968 (1997).

90. Under Virginia law, it is defamation per se to make false statements which "prejudice [a]

person in his or her profession or trade." Great Coastal Express v. Ellingon, 230 Va. 142,334
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S.E.2d 846, 849 (1985). For such prejudice to arise, the statements must relate to "the skills or

character required to carry out the particular occupation of the plaintiff." Fleming v. Moore, 221

Va. 884,275, S.E.2d 632,636 (1981). In addition, if the movant (undersigned) establishes a

claim for defamation per se, Virginia law presumes that the plaintiff [movant] suffered actual

damage to his/her reputation and, therefore, does not have to present proof of such damages.

Fleming, 275 S.E.2d at 636.

91. Mr. Hawkins' statements imply the existence of fact and are not "pure" opinion.

Statements clearly implying the existence of facts are actionable as defamation. Oliman v.

Evans, 750 F.2d 970,982 (D.C. Cir. 1984); Restatement (Second) of Torts § 566, Comment (b)

(statements that imply the existence of facts that would justify the opion constitute "mixed

opinions" are are subject to defamation claims). As the Supreme Court noted, "simply couching

statements in terms of opinion does not dispel the impliatons [of fact], and the statement... can

cause as much damage to reputaton as [factual assertions]." Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co.,

497 U.S. 1,19,110 S.Ct.2695,2706,111 L.Ed.2d 1 (1990). Thus, because "[i]t is for the court,

not the jury, to determine as a matter of law whether an allegedly libellous statement is one of

fact or one of opinion. Slawikv. News-Journal, 428 A.2d 15 (Del. 1981); Catalano v. Pechous,

69 Ill.App.3d 797,25 Ill.Dec. 838,387 N.E.2d 714 (1978); Rinaldi v. Holt, Rinehart & Winston,

Inc., 42 N.Y.2d 369, 397 N.Y.S.2d 943, 366 N.E.2d 1299 (1977)." Chaves v. Johnson, 335

S.E.2d 97 (1985) at 102 (Supreme Court of Virginia).

PUBLICPOLICY

92. Hawkins has no Amendment I protection. The extraterritorial resident of Canada

Hawkins (who is not a U.S. citizen) has no expectation of privileges derived from

AMENDMENT I of the U.S. Constitution. Hawkins creates his content in Canada, and then
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posts his outrageous slanderous allegations on Internet network servers (such as Patreon.Com,

Twitter, GAB, Facebook.COM, etc.). This Court should not be encumbered with

AMENDMENT I concerns over Hawkins slanderous, libellous and defamatory "free speech" -

which is unprotected. Further, pursuant to United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259

Hawkins has NO expectation of AMENDMEMTI protection (the court contending that "the

people" intended to be protected by the Fourdi Amendment were the people of the United States,

and that the defendant's "legal but involuntary presence" on U.S. soil (a direct result of his arrest)

failed to create a sufficient relationship with the U.S. to allow him to call upon the Constitution

for protection).

93. Hawkins' speech is "Commercial Speech". The Patreon.Comblog pages of Hawkins is

riddled with solicitations for financial assistance in the development of the "reverse-engineered

CSI storyboards". Hawkins' non-sense about his "reverse CSI scripts" is a commercial

enterprise and qualifies as commercial speech. The Supreme Court addressed the restriction of

commercial "free speech" in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service

Commission Of New York, No. 79-565,447 U.S. 557; 100 S. Ct. 2343; 1980 U.S. LEXIS 48; 65

L. Ed. 2d 341; 6 Media L. Rep. 1497; 34 P.U.R.4th 178, June 20,1980., finding:

"The Constitution therefore accords a lesser protection to commercial speech than to

other constitutionally guaranteed expression. 436 U.S. at 456,457. The protection

available for particular commercial expression turns on the nature both of the expression

and of the governmental interests served by its regulation.

And

Although the Constitution accords a lesser protection to commercial speech than to other

constitutionally guaranteed expression, nevertheless the First Amendment protects
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commercial speech from unwarranted governmental regulation. For commercial speech

to come within the First Amendment, it at least must concern lawful activity and not be

misleading. Next, it must be determined whether the asserted governmental interest to be

served by the restriction on commercial speech is substantial. If both inquiries yield

positive answers, it must then be decided whether the regulation directly advances the

governmental interest asserted, and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to

serve that interest. Pp. 561-566" [emphasis added]

94. The Central Hudson majority went on to develop a four-part analysis commensurate with

the supposed intermediate status of commercial speech. Under that test, a court reviewing

restrictions on commercial speech must first determine whether the speech concerns a lawful

activity and is not misleading. If the speech does not pass this preliminary threshold, then it is

not protected by the First Amendment at all. Id., at 566.

95. Protection of innocent institutions. Public policy supports the issuance of injunctive

relief and a temporary restraining order. Mr. Hawkins has not only slandered the undersigned

with trade libel causing damage to the xmdersigned career and professional reputation, but Mr.

Hawkins has also slandered dozens of American corporations and institutions. These libelloiis,

slanderous, and defamatory accusations and allegations, which appear to have no foundation and

are meritless, have been targeted at Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, Boeing Aerospace,

Motorola, Serco, Inc., the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC),

various departments of the United States government, U.S. Department of Justice, US Marshals

Service, etc.

96. These institutions and organizations deserve the same protection that is now being

requested by the undersigned. The Court should consider its public duty to protect such
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innocents and conduct an adequate review of the scientific and research methods claimed by Mr.

Hawkins. The findings of the so-called research methods that have led Mr. Hawkins to claim

that he has evidence that implicates the aforementioned corporations with participation in

hacking the federal certification authority bridge, planning of the 911 disaster, extortion of

government officials through kiddie pom, creation of snuff films, kidnapping of children, etc.

97. The U.S. Supreme Court enunciated the principle that the State may intervene to protect

the public firom harmful commercial speech in Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Assn., 436 U.S. 447

(1978) at 462 by stating that:

"the State has a legitimate and indeed 'compelling' interest in preventing those
aspects of solicitation that involve fraud, undue influence, intimidation, overreaching, and
other forms of 'vexatious conduct...

and

[the State had] "a strong interest in adopting and enforcing rules of conduct
designed to protect the public." Id., at 464

98. Public policy supports that these important institutions and organizations should be

protected firom such slanderous, outrageous, and reprehensible unfounded allegations - which

appear to be little more than rehashes of previous Abel Danger blog posts firom a decade ago.

Such stains on reputations cannot be easily removed once they had been repeated over and over

and over by the likes of Hawkins and his Abel Danger gang stalking crowd. These horrendous

allegations (based on evidence collected by a community theatre actor and Abel Danger

"Cambridge educated forensic economise) are tweeted and retweeted throughout the day to

expand the exposure of fiiese insinuations in a widely distributed manner across a dozen social

media platforms, having a cumulative impact.
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99. The continued, open-ended broadcast and maintenance of these horrific allegations will

only cause a plethora of negative impacts on society as a whole. For example, these allegations

could seriously impact stockholder relationships with the targeted corporations, as Mr. Hawkins

so fondly accuses the stockholders of responsibility for the wrongful deaths on 9/11 because of

their so-called patent influence from Serco Incorporated, headquartered in Virginia.

100. Public policy supports enabline electronic commerce. Hawkins is having a chilling

effect on the adoption of trusted electronic commerce to support legally binding transactions

with the federal government. The FBCA network supports the efficient flow of official

regulatory and governance related document submissions between government agencies and

private/public partnerships that are legally binding. The FBCA network has eliminated the

costly need for "wet" signatures on source docmnents that may the be sent via overnight courier

and lost in mail room intake. The FBCA network dramatically brings economies of scale and

computer networking efficiency by providing for a legally binding and legally sufficient digital

nature. Caveat: A "wet" signature is a traditional pen-and-ink signature.

101. The FBCA network supports many e-govemment initiatives; such as the 2000 Electronic

Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (E-Sign Act), the Government Paperwork

Elimination Act (GPEA), Public Law 105-277 (codified at 44 U.S.C. 3504), 0MB M-00-

10: 0MB Procedures and Guidance on Implementing the Government Paperwork Elimination

Act (April 25,2000), National Archives and Records Administration: Records Management

Guidance for Agencies Implementing Electronic Signature Technologies (October 18,2000), E-

Govemment Act of2002, Public Law 107-347, Federal Information Security and Modernization

Act of 2014, Public Law 113-283, Department of Justice: Legal Considerations in Designing

and Implementing Electronic Processes: A Guide for Federal Agencies (November 2000), U.S.
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Department of State Guidebook for the Implementation of Electronic Signatures,, National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) SP 800-63, Electronic Authentication Guideline,

to name a few.

102. Unfortunately, every week another corporation is implicated in a plot to operate this

murder for hire network - simply because their institutions are cormected to the FBCA network.

Thanks to Hawkins, every new private company and/or public institution considering coimection

to the FBCA network must weigh the risk of being included in the Hawkins story line of snuff

films, child abductions, lesbian federal agents, etc. all whom apparently utilize the FBCA

network for their nefarious criminal deeds. The mere technical cormection to the FBCA network

appears justification enough for Mr. Hawkins to aim criminal allegations at boards of directors,

employees, stockholders, etc. Allowed to continue, this horrific slander - and the possibility of

being included in the story line - will only dampen the adoption of the FBCA network and

digital signatures by those companies and institutions that can benefit from this service. The

continued, open-ended and on-going slander campaign to disparage the FBCA network (and the

undersigned and private corporations) finstrates, impedes and obstructs public policy.

103. Hawkins's unprotected speech is of no social consequence. Hawkins has a long history

of creating digital lynch mobs with his industrial smear campaigns (Abel Danger, 2012 - 2018).

The drivel, prattle, conspiracy hoaxes, rumors, conjecture, outright slander, defamation per se

and the libel of Hawkins damages individuals, corporations and public/private partnerships. But

his drivel - even taken at face value ~ is of little or no social consequence. As the Supreme

Court explained in Virsinia v. Black. 538 U.S. 343,358 (2003), "[t]he First Amendment permits

restrictions upon the content of speech in a few limited areas, which are 'of such slight social
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value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived from this is clearly outweighed by

the social interest in order and morality.'"

SUMMARY

104. Hawkins shows no sign of de-escalating his reprehensible and stunning allegations,

accusations and insinuations - all are damaging to the technical trade, reputation and career of

the imdersigned. Mr. Hawkins is unqualified to make any allegations concerning "hacking

activities" that purportedly rely on the FBCA network.

105. Mr. Hawkins has not been able to prove that it is even theoretically possible to "hack"

into the FBCA network. It is almost inconceivable and highly improbable that the federal bridge

messaging store-and-forward system (using short credential messaging packets of 32 to 64 bits in

length) could be used to transmit a payload of clandestine messages. Mr. Hawkins has the

burden to demonstrate that he understands the critical infrastructure of the FBCA network and

that he has been able to determine flaws, vulnerabilities, and weaknesses that could be exploited

in Ihe manner that he describes, namely the payload transport of clandestine messages - or other

hacks carried out by the imdersigned.

106. Of course, this begs the question as to why nefarious criminals would go to such great

lengths as to use a highly regulated, highly accredited, highly visible, and highly secure system

such as the FBCA network. The FBCA network relies on the highest levels of security, as

described in the certification path validation which requires the confirmation of specific network

routes (hops) to the issuer of the digital certificate in question. In other words, specific patibs

(routes, hops) are validated to ensure only specified Internet electronic pathways are used to

coimect to dig-cert status responders. This is remarkably security.
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107. It is the insinuation, indirect attacks, and direct attacks of the undersigned by Mr.

Hawkins, who uses his expert witness classijBcation as a ̂'Cambridge educated forensic

economist, to disparage, destroy, harm, and injured the professional reputation of the

undersigned. Mr. Hawkins drives his slanderous sword directly into the professional heart of the

undersigned, by questioning professional ethics, professional practice and procedures, best

industry practices for his craft, and other issues related to the career and profession.

108. These facts should be memorialized, ratified and verified by a court of competent

jurisdiction (tiiis Court) and so stated in an authoritative court judgement. The reverse is true, if

no evidence can be presented to support these stunningly slanderous claims then that fact should

also be so stated.

RELIEF REQUESTED

109. Based on the foregoing, and the accompanying Memorandum of Law, this Court should

issue a temporary CEASE and DESIST (C&D) ORDER directed at the non-party David Charles

Hawkins. Conditions of such an ORDER should include:

•  The immediate halt to any future appearances by Mr. Hawkins on the Def s CSTT

podcast shows in any form and for any reason.

•  The immediate halt to any future Internet blog posts, Patreaon.Com entries.

Twitter tweets, GAB updates, Facebook entries, BitChute entries, or any other

social media platforms, that discuss, comment or critique the intervenor-

applicant's technical profession, computer seciirity expertise, ability to conduct

risk assessments, or any other facet connected, directly or indirectly, with

allegations about hacking, installing back-doors, breaching of system security,

allowing for vulnerabilities and weakness, etc.
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• An immediate halt to any future podcast, distribution of opinions, or podcast

shows that comment on any institution or corporation that is interconnected to the

FBCA network. This includes any technical characterizations related to any facet

connected, directly or indirectly, with allegations about hacking, installing back

doors, breaching of system security, allowing for vulnerabilities and weakness,

etc.

•  The immediate halt to the expression of opinion, podcast broadcast, descriptions

of activities, or any other commentary about the imdersigned and any associated

technical projects, former employers and technical journals published by the

undersigned. This includes commentary about the xmdersigned's involvement

with the U.S. Air Force, Booz*Allen & Hamilton, EnTrust Technologies, U.S.

Army STRICOM and the FBCA network.

•  The ORDER should include a request for the volimtary cooperation of all social

media platform providers utilized by Mr. Hawkins, requesting that his channel

content be reviewed for potential violations of any Terms of Service, User

Acceptance Agreements, Terms of Use, etc.

110. The relief requested only enables one private person [imdersigned] to curtail the

broadcast of unqualified determinations of another private person [Hawkins] about a matter that

is not of public interest (Hawkins' Reverse CSI Engineering concepts). The Court should note

that Mr. Hawkins is not a member of any media, advocacy, public interest or news-gathering

organization.
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I certify that all of the foregoing information is truthful and not submitted for any other purpose

than for adjudication of the claims contained within. This certification is provided under the

penalties of pequry on the 26^ day of April 2019.

Respectfully submitted.

Pro Se Party D. GecJFge Sweigert, do
P.O. Box 152

Mesa, AZ 85211
Spoliation-notice@mailbox.org
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EXHIBITS

TO ACCOMPANY

MEMORANDUM OF LAW AND ARGUMENT

I certify that all of the following exhibits are truthful reproductions and not submitted for any

other piirpose than for adjudication of the claims contained within. This certification is provided

under the penalties of perjury on the 26*^ day of April 2019.

Respectfully submitted,

Pro Se Party D. Geor^ Sweigert, c/o
P.O. Box 152

Mesa, AZ 85211

Spoliation-notice@mailbox.org
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EXHIBIT ONE

lYbuTube jason goodman

Are EVL Teachers Hiring CAi Scrubs To Hide Signais From High
Value Target & Death Pool Crime Scenes?

Jason Goodman

Subscribed A 81K

-|- Add to ^ Share ••• More

747 views

1^ 73 10

Streamed live 50 minutes ago

David e^lores ttie connections between various private equity firms, military contractors and clandestine agencies. Fireman Jot)n joins us to
share his professional insights with regard to suspicious fires at HVT sites around the world.

streamed live 50 minutes ago
David explores the connections between various private equity firms, military contractors and clandestine agencies.
Fireman John joins us to share his professional insights with regard to suspicious fires at HVT sites around the world.

Internet URL; https://www.youtube.coni/watch?v=_PIefLyHiE8
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EXHIBIT TWO

KELLY 225: M^S PATENTEE UBER PSYCHO SHOOTER,

CLINTON'S CON AIR WAGERING BUCK, DR. DREW'S CRIME

SCENE BRIDGE

February 25.2018 | Site Admin \

General John F. Kelly

White House Chief of Staff

Washington. D.C. 20528

Please accept Brief 225 from Field McConnell - United States Marine Corps whistle-blower and Global

Operations Director of Abel Danger (AD) - on ̂ ^g's CAI private equity investors including the late General

Alexander Haig, 7th SACEUR and former director of Interneuron Pharmaceuticals, MGM Mirage, ACL and

UTC and Yves Fortier, Rhodes Scholar and former Nortel director, who allegedly arranged finance for the

2010/11 start-up of Uber to develop a patentee SWAT team murder-for-hire service where, for example,

I allegedly used Uber's System event analyzer and outlier visualization US 9794158 with Motorola's

Remote control and location system US6148196A and patented psychotropic drugs from Shire Pic to deploy

a horhicidally-ideated Nikolas Cruz with an AR-15-style rifle and multiple magazines of ammunition in an

Uber vehicle to his former high school for a body count of 17 victims in a Valentine's Day massacre on

February 14,2018.

McConnell claims that Haig and Fortier used Kristine Marcy, McConnell's sister and the founder of a USMS

prisoner medical sen/ices program, the U.S. Senior Executive Service (SES) and Con Air (JPATS), and

Oliver 'Buck' Revell, former Marine Corps Captain, former FBI Executive Director - Investigations (SES-6), to

track targets at staged mass-casualty events such as 9/11 or the Valentine's Day massacre of February 14,

2018 with Imagis Technologies' face-recognition software allegedly used by the Greek Life associates of Bill

Clinton (Phi Beta Kappa) and Wilbur Ross (Kappa Beta Phi) to bet on mass-casualty body counts with

Howard Lutnick's Reai-time interactive wagering on event outcomes CA 2460367A.

McConnell reminds you that Buck Revell (wamed by IHiia's Rothschild bankers?) is reported to have pulled

his son and daughter-in-law off Pan Am Flight 103 just before takeoff from London's Heathrow airport at

18:25 hours on 21 Decemlier 1988 (after McConnell told his Conair sister how to handle a prisoner mutiny by

droning the aircraft) and saved them from a SMEAC* bombing event over Lockerbie, Scotland at 19:02:50

with its body count of 270 = 243 passengers + 16 crew + 11 people on ground.

*BMiH's digital fires instructors at USMC Base Camp Pendleton have allegedly corrupted the Marine Corps

SMEAC briefing protocols into Situation, Mission, Execution, Ambush, Cover-up!
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Internet URL; https://www.abeldanger.org/kelly-225-sercos-patentee-uber-psycho-shooter-
clintons
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EXHIBIT THREE

Apr 13 at 5:10pm

Are Serco's Al Agents Scrubbing Assange's Secret Service Tunnels?
—Are Clinton's EVL Teachers Using Eduroam's Stamet Child Porn
Split?: With David Hawkins Discovery CSI

CEO CHRIS HYMAN'S DEATH-POOL PRESENTATION ON

THE 4nH FLOOR OF WTCl ON THE MORNING OF 9/11.

PRESENTATION ON SERCO'S CATASTRWHE-BONO (A.KA. CAT BOND) SERVICES TO SP(»ISORS
{ AND INVESTORS AT THE RISK WATERS CONGRESS IN WORLD TRADE CENTER BUILDING #1, TO
VARIOUS INCENDIARV BOMBS WHICH WERE ALLEGEDLY TRIGGERED BY HYMAN'S AGENTS OUT
OF THE ADJUSTERS INTERNATIONAL [FEMA] OFFICES ON THE 47TH FLOOR AFTER Iffi HAD LEFT
DELEGATES TO DIE IN THE WINDOWS ON THE WORLD I^TAURANT ON THE 106TH FLOOR.

With nearly 40 years' experience as an Al mentor. I have used my Reveme CSI Storyboards to

Identify the Serco shareholders—ncluding an EVL-network of Al Teachers—Resilience agents and

investment banker N M Rothschild & Sons Ltd.. with custody of Con Air Al patented devices

apparently used by Serco cut-out agents including Kevin "Mendenhall" Marsden and the social

engineer/ethical hacker David I j to scrub tunnels under the federal bridge certification

authority network and prevent Julian Assange as a whistleblower and ttie United States Secret

Service from exposing the Clintons' alleged use of the BBC/EVL Teachers' Eduroam networks to

split data needed to solve cases of Stamet diild pornography, dead pool betting, network

intrusions, IP crimes and murder-for-hire between...
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The story boards indicate tiiat Serco agent and Maxar Technologies director Joanne

isham. formerly responsible to Clinton's disgraced CIA Director John Deutsch for clandestine

technical activities with the UK MOD over the federal bridge certification authority, equipped BBC

scriptwriters and the EVL Al Teachers communitv with solit-tunnel networks to prevent the Secret

Service from investigating CAI special investors such as David Johnston, former Governor General

of Canada and the only non-American citizen to chair the Harvard Board of Overseers, and the late

General Alexander Haio former SACEUR and former director of MGM Mirage, who allegedly

conspired with Bemardine Dohm and Bill Ayers to complete on 9/11 what they started in the 1970s.

The storyboards indicate that Serco and CAI investors used Maxar and to split tunnels for

B.C.'s Piggy Palace Good Times Society and Stamet Communications and conceal Con Air pig-

farm snuff film, child pom, blackmail, money laundering and dead-pool operations to help the BBC's

EVL Teachers' friends including Obamas, Clintons. Dohrn & Ayers to spin Bin Laden propaganda

through 9/11.

The storyboards suggest that Serco/CAI agents are using BBC scripts and I^B^Bi's split-

tunnelling skills to break the chains of custody of eyidence needed by the Secret Service to

investigate cases of missing and exploited children (JonBenet Ramsey, Madeleine McCannI) and

dismantle a patent-for-rent murder-for-hire network run by EVL Teachers who appear to have

staged pig-farm raves between '96 and '01 where victims were shot with patented biological bullets

before a spot-fixed dead-pool tortured death.

Internet URL: https://vmw.patreon.coni/posts/are-sercos-ai-26081365
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EXHIBIT FOUR

Apr 18 at 4:17pm

Al Serco's WTC, D^pwater Notre Dame Patents—EVL Teachers Dead
Pool—CAI ̂ MiWs Con Air Scrubbing Tunnels: With David Hawkins
Discovery CSI

The storyboards indicate that CAI investors hired social engineer/ethical hacker David

"Scrubberman" Sweigert and Maxar Technologies director Joanne Isham. formerly responsible to

Clinton's disgraced CIA Director John Deutsch for clandestine technical activities with the UK MOD

over the federal bridge certification authority, to equip BBC scriptwriters and the EVL Al Teachers

community with split-tunnel networks to prevent the U.S. Secret Service from investigating dead-

pool gaming and an attempt by Serco/CAI agents to complete on 9/11 what Bemardine Dohm and

Bill Ayers started in the 1970s.

The storyboards indicate that Serco and CAI investors used Maxar and to split tunnels for

B.C.'s PiQQv Palace Good Times Societv and Stamet Communications and conceal Con Air pig-

farm snuff film, child pom, blackmail, monev laundering and dead-pool operations to help the BBC's

EVL Teachers' friends including Obamas. Clintons. Dohm & Avers to spin Bin Laden propaganda

through 9/11.

:'s split-The storyboards suggest that Serco/CAI agents are using BBC scripts and

tunnelling skills to break the chains of custody of evidence needed by the Secret Service to

investigate cases of missing and exploited children (JonBenet Ramsey, Madeleine McCannI) and

dismantle a patent-for-rent murder-for-hire network run by EVL Teachers who appear to have

staged pig-^rm raves between '96 and '01 where victims were shot with patented biological bullets

before a spot-fixed dead-pool tortured death.
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Internet URL: https://www.patreon.coni/posts/ai-sercos-wtc-26194563
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EXHIBIT FIVE-A

Apr 16 at 4:45Dm

Serco's Al Con Air Rothschild Patents I's EVL Teachers Dead
Pool Tunnels—CAi Spot Fixed Spire And Towers: With David Hawkins
Discovery CSi

The story boards indicate that Serco agent and Maxar Technologies director Joanne

Isham, formerly responsible to Clinton's disgraced CIA Director John Deutsch for clandestine

technical activities with the UK MOD over the federal bridge certification authority, equipped BBC

scriptwriters and the EVL Al Teachers community with split-tunnel networks to prevent the Secret

Service from investigating CAI special investors such as David Johnston, former Governor General

of Canada and the only non-American citizen to chair the Harvard Board of Overseers, and the late

General Alexander Haig former SACEUR and fornier director of MGM Mirage, who allegedly

conspired with Bemardine Dohm and Bill Ayers to complete on 9/11 what they started in ttie 1970s.

The storyboards indicate that Serco and CAI investors used Maxar and to split tunnels for

B.C.'s Pioav Palace Good Times Society and Starnet Communications and conceal Con Air pia-

farm snuff film, child pom, blackmail, monev launderino and dead-pool operations to help the BBC's

EVL Teachers' friends including Obamas. Clintons. Dohrn & Avers to spin Bin Laden propaganda

through 9/11.

The storyboards suggest that Serco/CAI agents are using BBC scripts and split-

tunnelling skills to break the chains of custody of evidence needed by the Secret Service to

investigate cases of missing and exploited children (JonBenet Ramsey, Madeleine McCannI) and

dismantle a patent-for-rent murder-fbr-hire network run by EVL Teachers who appear to have

staged pig-farm raves between '96 and '01 where victims were shot with patented bioiooical bullets

before a spot-fixed dead-pool tortured death.
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Internet URL: https://www.patreon.coni/posts/26147959
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EXHIBIT FIVE-B

r Fettew J :

Davfd Hawkins CSI

Storyboards
@CsiHswicro

As an AJ. mentor. I he|>

Tweets Tweets & replies

iSavid Hawrklns CS Stofybeards GCsiHawkins 18h >
I tiy to eiq)l3tn here patreor.com;po£ts/2e28£20S how a Red Team of hackers
can share time stamped data stripped from a aime scene with a wtiite lid of
friends, cronies and operators of the EVL Teachers dead pool in Chicaqo where

Who to foliow ■

Mayfaeshewgl maybe sh..

Foflow ^

Tweets Tweets & replies Media

Daivid Hamkms CSI Storyboards @CsiHawkins • 18h
I try to explain here patreon.com/posts/26283209 how a Red Team of hackers

can share time stamped data stripped from a crime scene with a white list of
friends, cronies and operators of the EVL Teachers dead pool in Chicago where

everyone profits except the carbon-spewing victims.

Serco's Al Patents Fori^liMlRed Team Tunnels^-Bin Laden AWA...

Official Post from David Hawkins: With nearly 40 years' experience as an Al
mentor, I have used my Reverse CSI Storyboards to recognize Serco's ap...

patreon com
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Q t1 3 O 3 B

Dandd Hamridfis CSI Storyboards ©CsiHawidns • Apr 20 v
Today's post at paftrecn.com/posts/26242661 gives us the opportunity to link a

red team, Mueller's FBI colleagues. Hillary Clinton's EVL-networked
Teachers and tte CAI/CIA Private Equity Group to the dead-pool attadc on WTC1
(North Tower) on 9/11. The net is closing!

IHd aaiaiBiMi Red Team Tunnel Boeiiig Serco's Al Patents For WTC E...

Ofiklal Post from David Hawkins: With nearly 40 years' experience as an Al
menfor, I have used my Reverse CSI Storyboards to recogruze the alrfo...

patreon.com

Q tl 5 C? 8 B

Internet URL: httDs://twitter.com/csihawkins
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EXHIBIT SIX-A

Apr 14 at 5:31 Dm

Serco's Con Air Resilience With HMHii Cut-Outs—BBC/EVL Al

Teachers Scrubbing Tunnels—CAPs SPAWAR Secret Service Dirty
Bomb: With David Hawkins Discovery CSI

With nearly 40 years' experience as an Al mentor. I have used my Reverse CSI Storyboards to

identify the Serco shareholders—ncludina an EVL-nelwork of Al Teachers—Resilience actors and

investment banker N M Rothschild & Sons Ltd.. with custody of Con Air Al patented devices

apparently used by Serco cut-out agents allegedly including social enoineer/ethicai hacker David

I and his brother Georoe HiaaiM to scrub date from the EVL Teachers' tunnels under the
federal bridge certification authority; infiltrate saboteurs into the U.S. Naw's Space and Naval

Warfare Svstems Command (SPAWAR): stop tee US Secret Service from recoonizino BBC fake

news iniects in the dirty bomb hoax which shut down parts of the Port Of Charleston in 2017 and

split Eduroam data flows linked to Stemet child pomography, dead-pool betting, network intrusions,

IP crimes and murder-for-hire between...
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The story boards indicate that Serco agent l^iliMi and Maxar Technologies director Joanne

Isham. formerly responsible to Clinton's disgraced CIA Director John Deutsch for clandestine

technical activities with the UK MOD over the federal bridge certification authority, equipped BBC

scriptwriters and the EVL Al Teachers communitv with split-tunnel networks to prevent the Secret

Service from investigating CAI special investors such as David Johnston, former Governor General

of Canada and the only non-American dtizen to chair the Harvard Board of Overseers, and the late

General Alexander Haio former SACEUR and former director of MGM Miraoe. who allegedly

conspired with Bemardine Dohm and Bill Ayers to complete on 9/11 what they started in the 1970s.

The storyboards indicate that Serco and CAI investors used Maxar and iMI^ to split tunnels for

B.C.'s Piggy Palace Good Times Society and Stamet Communications and conceal Con Air pig-

farm snuff film, child pom, blackmail, money laundering and dead-pool operations to help the BBC's

EVL Teachers' friends including Obamas. Clintons. Dohrn & Avers to spin Bin Laden propaganda

through 9/11.

The storyboards suggest that Serco/CAI agents are using BBC scripts and BiMiM's split-

tunnelling skills to break the chains of custody of evidence needed by the Secret Service to

investigate cases of missing and exploited children (JonBenet Ramsey, Madeleine McCann!) and

dismantle a patent-for-rent murder-fbr-hire network run by EVL Teachers who appear to have

staged pig-farm raves between '96 and '01 where victims were shot with patented biological bullets

before a spot-fixed dead-pool tortured death.

Internet URL: https://www.patreon.coni/posts/sercos-con-air-26101401
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EXHIBIT SIX-B

Create on Patreon Exptore creators Sign

Apr 22 at 5:11pm

Serco's Al Patents Forl^^itert Red Team Tunnels^Bin Laden

AWACS Data—EVL Teachers Dead Pool: With David Hawkins

Discovery CSI

CEO CHRIS HYMAN'S DEATH-POOL PRESEHTATION ON

THE47TH FLOOR OFWTCl ON THE MORNINO 0F9/11.

ff^atTAIUM ON SSIOO'S OATASntOPK&amm {AJCA. OAT SQWICf
AM) mVESTOftS ATTHe RISK WAtC(» OONOfteSS m WORU> TRAME CCNTEil Butuomotl. TO
VARIOUS WOCNOIARV Q0N8S WWCH IWatE AUEOeOLV TWOOGRSD BY HYHAN-S AGeNTS OUT
OF TK8 AOJUSrena INTERNATIONM. D«MA) OFRCeS ON TK647TH FUMW AFTER HAD LOT
OCLEGATtS TO DIE (M TH6 WINDOWS ON THE WORLD RCSTAURANT ON TMfi 100TM f LOOfl.

David Hawkins

Become a patron

HER BENEFITS

RECENT POSTS
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With nearly 40 years' experience as an A! mentor. I have used my Reverse CSI Storyboards to

recognize Serco's apparent use of A! aloorithms to process the patented devices and svstems

which allegedly gave air force veteran and ethical hackers' Red Team leader David iMiert tiie

caoabilitv of split tunneling data where the Bin Laden group was able to access AWACS time-

stamped ad hoc way points needed to knock out targets in New York and Washington while Serco

shareholders—includino an EVL-network of Al Teachers—and Resilience actors met with

investment banker N M Rothschild & Sons Ltd and the CAI/CIA (?) Private Eauitv Group on the 47th

Floor of WTC1 to spot fix the times and precise locations of a series of dead-pool crashes on 9/11.

Via social media, I have notified Serco shareholders, CAI investors and ̂ ^gert's Red Teams that,
in events associated with what Dr. Thomas Barnett described as the ffrst live broadcast mass snuff

film in human history, that their apparently negligent use of patented tunnelling devices has broken

the chain of custody of data needed by the U.S. Secret Service to investigate tiie 9/11 attacks and a

red-team conspiracy to 'scrub' websites owned by the private investigators who have connected

the EVL Teachers to an Eduroam patent-fbr-rent murder-for-hire network and time-stamped data

sold (?) by Serco operators of the NPL cesium clock.

"Mr. Daw'cfM^ert managing director of EuroSignCard S.A., is an expert in digital

signataires, e-comm&rce security, hacking, intrusion, public key infrastructures, security,

banking, EURO, European Directive 1999/93 on Digital Signatures. MWlerf consulted to the

State of New York [where H. Qinton served as Junior Senator Jan 3, 2001 - Jan 21, 2009] on the

imf^ementation of their digital signature law. MtMMert also spent two years under contract to the

NSA as a representative to the Federal Public Key Infrastructure Technical Working group (PKI

provides the technical underpinnings for digital signatures)."
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The storyboards indicate that Serco/CAI agents hired ̂ ^gert and Maxar Technologies director
Joanne Isham. formerly responsible to Clinton's disgraced CIA Director John Deutsch for

clandestine technical activities with the UK MOD over the federal bridge certification authority, and

Maureen Baainski. VP Intelligence & Technical Advisory Services Senior National Security Advisor

for Serco North America and former NSA Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) Director (WTF?), to equip

BBC scriptwriters and the EVL Al Teachers with soiit-tunnel networks to strip out time-stamped

crime-scene data and prevent the USSS from investigating a series of dead-pool attacks designed

to complete on 9/11 what Bernardine Dohm and Bill Ayers started in the 1970s.

The storyboards indicate that the late Victor Rothschild (a WWII bomb-disposal expert and the 1976

chair of the Royal Commission on Gambling) and two Rothschild alumni, U.S. Commerce Secretary

Wilbur Ross and French President Emmanuel Macron—a former young leader witti Hillary and Bill

Clinton of the AXA-funded French /Vnerican Foundation—played key roles in establishing the

current dead-pool business model for Serco (formerly RCA GB1929) and its shareholder Teachers

pension funds (TI/VA+USS = over $1.2 trillion AUM) which appear to link the spot-fixed crash of

Pan Am 103 over Lockerbie in Scotland in 1988 to the alleged incendiary attack on the WTC

towers, the Deepwater Horizon rig and the Notre Dame spire.

I note that Mr. ̂ ^gert ran classified network projects for Booz Allen & Hamilton—alleged
outsourcer with Serco Resilience and EVL Teachers for spot fixed body counts and population

controls during a 9/11 TOPOFF exercise—which he claimed to have completed two computer

forensic projects for the US Secret Service.

Internet URL: https:/Avww.patreon.coni/posts/26283209
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EXHIBIT SIX-C

Oct 22,2018 at 11:54pm

David Hawkins trademarks Bridge of Pride'^'^ and Bridge of Fraud^"**

Oct 22 2018at 11:S4Dm

David Hawkins trademarks Bridge of Pride™ and Bridge of Fraud™
With this post and after previously trademarking "Bridge of P.R.E.Y.", David "Sherlock" Hawkins is

trademarking Bridge of Pride™ and Bridge of Fraud™ to better classify his creative work on reverse

CSI storyboards and associated audio-visual scripts where David attempts to identify the

of ttie perpetrators who may have used SIGINT over the Federal Bridge Certification Authority

(FBCA) network or its antecedents to coordinate the weapons of 9/11; HUMINT from DOJ Pride and

its antecedent organisations such as the Instrument Room (Imperial Brain) of the General Post

Office to coordinate the torture killing of JonBenet Ramsey in 1996 and the Whitechapei murders

attributed to "Jack the Ripper" in 1888, and $lntelligence to <x3ordinate the "Double Occurrence"

Twin Towers insurance fraud of 2001

Hawkins CSI storyboards and scripte make regular use of the methods described in Jerome

Lemelson's 'Prisoner tracking and warning system and corresponding methods 2000-04-25

US6054928A Granf and the DOJ's Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) developed by Nortel

Networks where prisoners are rewarded for spot fixing the time of high-value-target deaths or body

counts at mass casualty events.

Herebelow is an example of a post title which should be self-explanatory given that representatives

of ttie British, Saudi Arabian and Singaporean governments met fellow Serco shareholders on the

47th Floor of WTC 1 on the morning of 9/11 and appear to have reason to believe tiie probably-late

Jamal Khashoggi was about to expose the role of federal bridge operators in the death of Princess

Diana in 1997 and the DOJ blackmail ring which may have trapped Bill Clinton on Jefft'ey Epstein's

Lolita Express.

Internet URL: https://www.patreon.com/posts/david-hawldns-of-22231768
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EXHIBIT SEVEN

Case 2:13-cv-01887-ES-JAD Document 283 Filed 12/11/15 Page 1 of 18 PagelD: 5020

ISE UNim) STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

Fedacd Trade CnmmiwBtwi,

Plaint^

V.

^Il^nsdham Woddwide CoipotBtuai, er ol.

Defendants.

CLOSED
omAcnoNNO.

2:13-CV-01887-ES-JAD

STIPULATED ORDER FOR

lNJDNC:TiON

Ptaintifi^ tbe Fedosl CcaninisB&ni CCnomiBricm'T, filad its Cmnidaiiit fi»r

hjnnctfafe and OfltgBquitaibteRelte^subseqiMatty amended as First Amended Con^lauit fig

fqjnimtnre and Odur Eqaitable CCoBqdatBn, fiv 8 pentuamnt u^oiiBtKm, and otbv
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3. certify die AffleMDuntimaowidiK^I^ 8 qudiftodl^otiK^^

indqieo^bQt rtiiidrpaffy pioteioiial, lUffl im>cediiie8 ffiul sland^^

^inl

fliiikss, pafoQiiB aU dntiM obje^ivdy, aod is free fiom ai^ MurtSicts (rf

:in

imfiniiiii^AasMsiiiaeita. PRi&sak»iakqiiaiifU^toi»qpaieA8m»meDts

diaU te: a pecsKm qoaliied as a Certify Mbonatioa S:^irteai8 Seeofify

Piofbasiciud (CKSP) or as a Cotified btfbimatioii Sydeois Aiafite

(CISA); a person hokUng Global liafbisiation Assmance Certificatkm

(C9AC) fiRxm die SysAdmiB, Aiidil^ N^woilc, Secniity (SAI^) lutitut^ a

(^laltfud Secinify AwMMoriiiitoPCI iQ&A); <»-, at tibedectkm of

Hotels and Resorts, a amilariy qualified parson or ofig^uaizadon improved

by die Asscffiiaie IKrec^ for Eafrarceinad, Bioeaa of ConsBtaer
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EXHIBIT EIGHT

National Science Foundation
WHERE DISCOVERIES BEGIN SEARCH

Search AwiMtis

Recent Awards

Presiftential mid Honorary
Awards

About Awards

Grant Policy Manual

Grant General Conditions

Cooperative Agreement
Conditions

Special Conditions

Federal Demonstration

Partnership

Policy office Website

Award Abstract #0448499

CAREER: Effective Trust Judgments Across Boundaries

NSFOrg: CMS

Division Of Comouter and Network Systems

Initial Amendment Date: January 10, 2005

Latest Amendment Date: January 10, 2005

Award Hundien 0448499

Award Instrument: Standard Grant

Program Managen George Kesldis
CMS Division Of Computer and Network Systems
CSE Direct For Computer & Info Sde & Enginr

Start Date: July 1, 2005

End Date: September 30,2011 (Estimated)

Awarded Amount to Date: $400,000.00

invest{galor(s): Sean Smith sws@cs.dartmoiith.edu (Principal Investigator)

Sponsor: Dartmouth College
0H=1CE OF SPONSORED PROJECTS

HANOVER, NH 03755-1404 (603)646-3007
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NSF Program(s): ADVANCED NET IMFRA & RSCH

Program fteference €iide(s}: 1045, 7254, 9217, HPCC

Program Eiemeiit Code(s}: 4090

ABSTRACT

Increasingly impoitant social processes are migrating to an Increasingly decentralized,
inter-organizational information infrastmcture. This work investigates the resulting trust
issues. Are there grounds for one entity, Alice, to trust a remote entity Bob, with a
particular task? V^hen such grounds exist, how can this information be securely
transmitted across the boundaries that separate Bob from Alice? Do Alice's applications
and tools enable her to make the appropriate trust iudnrnentB

This research begins with the technology of public key infrastructure (PKI), because it can
communicate assertions without sharing secrets, and trusted computing platforms,
because of they can potentially create islands of taist within a distributed infrastructure

The research will catalog archetypical examples of mismatdies between current technology
and human trust requirements, deslgne a series of experimental systems that seek to
eliminate these mismatches, build the strongest design candidates, validate these designs
in real pilot systems, and formalize the resulting design criteria. By creating a framework
that ties Pia and trusted computing to the core problem of human trust, this project will
advance understanding of the technology necessary to support trust and hasten the
realization of that trustworthiness in our society's information infrastructure.

PUBLICATIONS PRODUCED AS A RESULT OF THIS RESEARCH

Note: IVhe/j clicking on a Digital Object Identifier (DDI) number, you will be taken to an
external site maintained by Che publisher. Some fuii text articles may not yet be available
widiout a (diarge durir}g tfie embargo (administrative interval).

Some links on Oils page may take you to non-fiederal websites. Their policies may differ
from this site.
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Sara Sinclair and Sean Smith. "PorKI: Making User PKI Safe on Machines of Heterogeneous
Trustworthiness," 21st Annual Computer Security Applications Conference, 2005, p. 419.

Sara Sinclair, Sean Smith. "The TIPPI Point: Towards Trustworthy Interfaces.," IEEE
Security and Privacy, v.3(4), 2005, p. 68.
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EXHIBIT NINE
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EXHIBIT TEN-A
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EXHIBIT TEN-B

Acceptance of Digital Signatures: A Matter of Trust
Matthew J. Stifel

ABSTRACT
Trust between two entities is necessary before digital signatures
techniques can be implemented. The US Federal Government has
developed a **bridge" architecture to extend tnist beyond a single
trust domain. In sharp contrast to the bridge architecture exists
the ''end user"' tnist model. Both methods can be used to

exchange digital signatures, however, the process to obtain
Federal Bridge status is much mor*e rigorous. This paper will
explore the legality of digital signatures, the foundations of trust
and processes and technologies to implement them. Evaluation
techniques will be used to compare the two methods and the paper
will conclude with a recommendation as to why the bridge
method is the best choice for a large corporation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The promise of digital signatures in the ebusiness era was great,
yet in 2005 digitally signing contract documents between two
sqrarate company domains has not been prolific. The main issue
at hand is a matter of trust.

the only viable solution at a large corporation is the Federal
Bridge solution.

1.1 Reasons for Slow Adoption
There are many reasons for slow-moving adoption of digital
signatures, and the reasons vary by company. Some may be
political, some may be technical or cost related, but they all point
to the issue of establishing trust between two domains.

Mirltimillion-dollar business-to-business (B2B) transactions and
highly sensitive company documents are traveling across the
Internet, a public network. The sensitivity of these
communications makes ensuring the authenticity, integiity, and
confidentiality of the transactions extremely important.

A digital signature is considered reliable when it has been issued
by a trusted certificate audiority (OA), authenticates the sender,
guarantees the message integrity, and ensures non-repudiation of
the message. A weakness and major concern of using digital
signatures involves the notion that digital signatures can properly
assure a person's identification over the Intemet. Digital
signatures done cannot identify people. Digitd signatures only
assure to the recipient that a particular identification process was
completed. [2]

/■nTTTN ;..

Internet URL:

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/45da/dd457ce28f3fdbfc3de961d6fcc01789e64
O.pdf
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A second method based on the ''End user'' trust model is much

simpler to inclement than the Federal Bridge. The simplicity of
this model leads us to ask the question: Why isn't this level of
trust good enough for digitally signing documents and solving the
trust problem?

Solving this problem requires a hill understanding of the legality
of digital signatures and the available options. A discussion of
the foundations of trust will explore its properties, types, models,
and evaluation techniques.

The Bridge solution is decomposed into the efforts involved in
developing Certificate PoHces and Practices, the Root Key
generation event, the Federal Bridge certification methodology
and die Bridge architecture components.

By comparing the Adobe/Entrust and Federal Bridge solutions

signatures alone cannot identify people. Digital signatures only
assure to the recipient that a paiticular identification process was
completed. [2]

Besides proving identity, a Pubhc Key Infi:astructure (PKI) is
seen as the technology that provides trust on the Internet.
Building trust in the confidentiality of Internet transactions is one
of the most important and yet most challenging issues in business.
The primary component of a PKI service is the CA. The CA can
be seen as the trusted third party in a PKL It is re^onsible for
creating, distributing, and revoking digital certificates.

A certificate binds a public-key value to a person, computer, or
entity via a process called certification. CA's are organized in a
hierarchy in which each parent CA signs a certificate vouching
for a suWdinate OA's pubUc key. The verification process starts
with a user's certificate and proceeds iqiwaid via the certificate
path until a higher-level CA can veiify a certificate. [2]

A certification path is a chain of certificates. The chain starts
fi:om the public key of CA trusted by the verifier. Each certificate
in the certification path is signed by its predecessor's key. A
relying paity verifies a signature by successively verifying the
signatures on the certificates in the path. The certification path is
the essential architectural construct of a PKI. The main problem
at hand comes when companies want to communicate with one
another via die use of PKI for authentication and trust Ensuring
the interoperability of multi-vendor PKI environments is another
issue to building trust in online business transactions. The trust
dilemma and the associated business implications sturoimding the
CA's business model are the most significant issues in the digital
signature arena today.

1.2 Legality of Digital Signatures
Generally, a signature may not be denied legal effect solely
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1. INTRODUCTION
The promise of digital signatuies in the ebiisiness era was gieat,
yet in 2005 digitally signing contract documents between two
sepaiate company domains has not been prohfic. The main issue
at hand is a matter of trust.

A second method based on the "End user" tiTist model, is much

simpler to implement than the Federal Bridge, The simphcity of
this model, leads us to ask the question: Why isn't this level of
tiTist good enough for digitally signing dociunents and solving the
trust problem?
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